The Woodland Caddis
Tied by Bob Haase
Hook: Mustad 94831 or TMC5212 #14
Thread: Brown 6/0
Body: Pheasant Tail Ice Dub or Opal Tinsel
Wing: Deer Hair or Woodchuck
Legs: Dry Fly Hackle in Grizzly or Brown
I tie this in a size #16 and #14

You should always have a couple Elk Hair Caddis flies in your fly box in at least a couple different sizes
and colors. Another caddis pattern you should consider taking with you is the one pictured above. It is
very similar to the Woodchuck Caddis but it uses deer hair instead of woodchuck. It is also similar to a
pattern called the Woodland Caddis. Most of our group that went out west again this year carried the elk
hair caddis but not this one. Guess which one was working? A good friend, Art Kemp, from Pennsylvania
was using this pattern and catching fish. We caught fish on it too after he showed us what he was using.
All of us bring our fly tying stuff and we tied a number of these up because they were not in the fly shops.
Caddis are longer than the common elk hair caddis and this might look more natural being tied on a longer
dry fly hook. You can also tie this in various colors and the hackle used out west was grizzly rather than
brown.

Step 1 - Start the thread and advance it to the bend of
the hook. Put on a sparse noodle of pheasant
tail ice dub or wrap the hook with opal tinsel.
You could also substitute other body materials
if you desire.

Step 2 - Wrap the dubbing or tinsel as shown leaving
enough room to tie in the deer hair and a fair
amount of hackle without crowding the head.

Step 3 - Cut off a piece of deer hair, the amount being
equal to or slightly less than you would use for
an elk hair caddis. The amount shown is about
right. Tie it in as shown and trim off close to
the hook. Put a dab of head cement on where it
is tied in. I sometimes put a very small amount
of dubbing in over where I tied it in as this can
help provide a better base for wrapping the
hackle.

Step 4 - Tie in an appropriate size hackle and wrap as
shown. I try to wrap the hackle dense to
provide better floatability.

